426 install

Honda CBR1000RR 2012 - 2013 DIY Windscreen Install
SPORTBIKE SADDLES & WINDSCREENS

Installation Instructions for Honda CBR 1000RR 2012 - 2013
Thank you for purchasing Zero Gravity windscreen, which has been designed and manufactured to give years of safe &
fun riding. These instructions give you an in-depth look at the installation process. To receive further assistance or parts please
e-mail techinfo@zerogravity-racing.com.

PLEASE READ BEFORE MOUNTING YOUR WINDSCREEN
Helpful hints: Use metric tools, clean hands, put the bike on a stand. Do not pry on the screen excessively, as it can break
without warning.
Remove Grommet and Wellnuts and
transfer them to the ZG screen.
Top Wellnut

Bottom Wellnut

FIG1 Removing Factory Screen
Fig 1. Loosen both mirrors. Locate both fasteners located on the inside fairing. Be careful not to drop the
mirrors or lose the nuts. Remove bottom wellnuts ( for location see Fig 2 ) first. To remove bottom wellnuts simply pull wellnuts out. It’s a bit of a pull since there are
two layers (windscreen & fairing frame). Once removed
pull windscreen towards the back, while guiding and
pushing the front windscreen.
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FIG2

Grommet Locations

Wellnut/Grommet Transfer / Front Slot Location

Fig 2. Make sure to transfer all grommets and wellnuts as shown above in the same way they were installed on your OEM screen.
Note the location: Tip of the screen, this will be important in the install process. Caution: Tip of the screen are
fragile and will break off if applied with heavy pressure.
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FIG3

Wellnut/Peg Overview

Fig 3. Locate the windscreen fairing slot, windscreen
retention pegs and bottom wellnut fairing frame before
you install your new ZG windscreen.
Caution: Those retention pegs are fragile and will break off if
forced.
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FIG4

Screen Install Left Side
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Fig 4. While installing the windscreen, postion ONE
side of the bottom wellnut first, (Shown Bottom left side
in first) and also guide the grommet holes into the pegs
(Both Sides for the grommet)

Be careful not too exert to much force!
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Honda CBR1000RR 2012 - 2013 DIY Windscreen Install
SPORTBIKE SADDLES & WINDSCREENS
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Screen Install Tip of the screen / Front Slot Location

Fig 5. Locate front windscreen fairing slot. It should
look like this in front of the windscreen.

Note: The right side bottom wellnut is not
aligned yet.
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FIG6

Pull back slightly
while pushing up
gently

Screen Install Front Slot / Right side Wellnut

Fig 6. Pull back the screen slightly and push up to
slide the Tip of the screen into the fairing slot. Once Tip
of the screen is inserted and in place, Apply light
pressure where the finger is pointing to flex the
windscreen. Position the bottom right side wellnut in between the fairing and frame.
The screen is ready to finish
the install, add 4 fasteners to
the wellnuts to complete the
install.
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